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of the United States as the leading military power in the Western Pacific. Some U.S. observers are expressing concern or alarm regarding the pace of Chinaâ€™s naval shipbuilding
effort, particularly for building larger surface ships, and resulting trend lines regarding the relative sizes Chinaâ€™s navy and the U.S. Navy.Â Chinaâ€™s military modernization
effort, including its naval modernization effort, is assessed as being aimed at developing capabilities for addressing the situation with Taiwan militarily, if need be; for achieving a
greater degree of control or domination over Chinaâ€™s near-seas region, particularly the South China Sea; for enforcing Chinaâ€™s view that it has the right to regulate foreign
military activities. As a system-building factor for a modern and dynamically developing society, the information sphere significantly influences the political, economic, cultural,
protective, and ideological general state and elements of the states', nations' and individuals' life security, which highlights the importance of information security in the national
security system. Information security is a state of national community where the comprehensive and safe protection of a person, society and state is guaranteed from all sorts of
information risks and threats, radically oriented political and On Fri. 22 Jan. a Juan O Savin reported that the US Interim Military Government was about to arrest Joe Biden and his
traitor Deep State politicians in DC. Crimes of these elite politicians have recently been exposed from findings of the Russia hoax Mueller probe, impeachments of Trump and
Obamagate. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vT57EP1wL9g&feature=share. It was reported that to date, 260 global elites have been served, â€œThe deal that they got was that if
they gave information that was useful, they could have a better death, or a jail cell for life. Obama gave up Michelle, and then brea Congress's oversight function takes many forms:
â€” Committee inquiries and hearings; â€” Formal consultations with and reports from the president; â€” Senate advice and consent for presidential nominations and for treaties; â€”
House impeachment proceedings and subsequent Senate trials; â€” House and Senate proceedings under the Twenty-fifth Amendment in the event that the president becomes
disabled, or the office of the vice president falls vacant; â€” Informal.Â In 1983, congressional inquiry into a proposal to consolidate border inspection operations of the U.S. Customs
Service and the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service raised questions about the executive's authority to make such a change without new legislation.

